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Abstract—We consider data confidentiality in a distributed detection scenario with a type-based multiple-access (TBMA) protocol where a large set of sensors sends local measurements to an
ally fusion center (FC) over an insecure wireless medium called
the main channel. Then, the ally FC makes a final decision to the
physical environment. Although many wireless sensor networks
are mission-specific and need data confidentiality due to the broadcast nature of wireless transmission, it can be easily wiretapped
by unauthorized enemy FCs through eavesdropping channels. We
propose a novel TBMA protocol called secure TBMA which provides data confidentiality by taking advantage of inherent properties of wireless channels, namely randomness and independence
of the main and eavesdropping channels. In particular, the secure
TBMA activates sensors having strong and weak main channel
gains and makes the sensors follow different reporting rules based
on the magnitudes of their channel gains. The reporting rules are
carefully designed to confuse the enemy FC. The proposed secure
TBMA delivers unconditional/perfect secrecy and does not assume
any superiority of the ally FC over the enemy FC in terms of computational capability, secret key, and so on. For Rayleigh fading
channels, we analyze the performance of the secure TBMA at both
enemy and ally FCs by investigating conditions for perfect secrecy
and an error exponent of detection error probability, respectively.
On the one hand, the analysis at the enemy FC provides a design
criterion of the reporting rules to achieve perfect secrecy. On the
other hand, the analysis of the error exponent carried out with a
Gaussian approximation shows that perfect secrecy is achievable
at a marginal cost in detection error performance. All our claims
are also verified with simulation results which have good matches
with the analysis.
Index Terms—Distributed detection, eavesdropping, error exponents, multiuser diversity, perfect secrecy, type-based multiple access (TBMA), wireless sensor networks.

I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation
ISTRIBUTED detection in wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) has become increasingly popular thanks to
recent advances in microelectromechanical systems that make
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inexpensive, low-power sensors possible [1]. In distributed detection, sensors are spread over a certain area to sense physical
phenomena in a distributed fashion. Each sensor processes the
collected information and transmits it over wireless channels
to a fusion center (FC), which makes a global decision on the
remote physical phenomena with high reliability. Since the
performance of distributed detection highly depends on how
the sensors and the FC collaborate with each other, a number of
research studies have been focused on transmission strategies
and decision-making rules.
Various efficient strategies for distributed detection have
been intensively studied under the assumption of noiseless
channels between sensors and the FC [2]–[5]. For noisy channels, prior works have mainly considered two channel models;
parallel access channels (PACs) [6]–[9] and multiple access
channels (MACs) [10]–[13]. Despite these notable contributions, a number of challenges still exist due to limited resources
in sensors (e.g., power and storage capacity) and vulnerability
of wireless communication links (e.g., eavesdropping and
injection of fake messages).
In this paper, we are concerned with data confidentiality
in a distributed detection scenario [2] with a type-based
multiple-access (TBMA) protocol [11]–[13]. A large set of
sensors in the network quantizes/compresses local measurements and sends them to an ally FC over an insecure wireless
medium called the main channel. The ally FC collects the
measurements and makes a final decision about the physical
environment. We assume that a malicious FC, called an enemy
FC, is located in the vicinity of the ally FC and tries to obtain
the local measurements reported from the sensors through
an eavesdropping channel. This threat is known as passive
eavesdropping or traffic analysis and is frequently considered
in both commercial applications charging service fees (e.g.,
customized monitoring service) and military applications handling confidential information (e.g., detecting an intruder in a
battlefield). In a conventional approach for secure transmission,
it is conceivable that the sensors transmit their data in the form
of cyphertext to prevent eavesdropping. However, due to limited processing speed, storage capacity, and energy resources,
asymmetric cryptography such as the Rivest–Shamir–Adleman
algorithm or Diffie–Hellman key agreement protocol is often
considered too demanding in terms of processing power [14].
Thus symmetric cryptographic solutions such as the Advanced
Encryption Standard are more appropriate for WSNs, but such
systems need to deal with key management and distribution
issues [15], [16]. Likewise, technical difficulties may become
more challenging as the size of WSNs grows.
Recently, efficient security algorithms and protocols have
been proposed to accommodate sensors with constrained
computational and storage resources [17]–[21]. In particular,
the authors in [20], [21] introduce probabilistic enciphers to
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prevent eavesdropping where the enciphers deliberately induce
errors in the transmitted data from the sensors. It is assumed
that the statistics of enciphers (i.e., the error rate that the
stochastic enciphers induce) are known only to the ally FC. On
the other hand, as the enemy FC is not aware of the presence
of enciphers, its performance is significantly degraded at a
marginal cost to the ally FC. Although these ideas provide light
security measures, the statistics of enciphers can be viewed as
symmetric keys shared by both the sensors and the ally FC, and
thus they cannot be free from the key distribution problem.
B. Scope of Work
In this paper, we will provide a security solution that is
different from the conventional approaches based on cryptographic algorithms. We address the secure distributed detection
problem of binary hypothesis testing in over-deployed WSNs
where there are more sensors than needed to achieve the required performance. The local measurements of the sensors are
delivered to the ally FC over an MAC which is modeled as a
collection of time-varying Rayleigh fading channels from the
sensors to the ally FC. Time-varying channels in over-deployed
WSNs provide two key features: Energy efficiency [22] and
security. The latter will be explored in this paper.
The goal of our study is to design a secure transmission
scheme called secure TBMA for distributed detection without
cryptographic algorithms. The key idea behind secure TBMA is
that, instead of securing the individual wireless channels based
on cryptographic algorithms, the activated sensors secure their
transmissions from possible eavesdropping in a cooperative
manner in which the sensors follow different reporting rules
depending on the magnitudes of their main channel gains.1 We
categorize sensors into three subgroups in accordance with
their main channel gains: 1) Sensors with strong main channels,
2) sensors with weak main channels, and 3) the remaining
sensors. The first two subgroups will be called strong and weak
sets, respectively. The sensors in the strong set report their
measurements as they would in conventional TBMA protocols,
whereas the ones in the weak set aim to confuse the enemy
FC. Although the signals from the strong set overwhelm the
ones from the weak set at the ally FC, it should be noted that
they all arrive at the enemy FC with statistically equal strength
due to the independence between the main and eavesdropping
channels. Thus, roughly to say, we design the reports from
the two different sets such that they arrive at the enemy FC
with equal strength and contradict each other, which causes
confusion at the enemy FC. Meanwhile, in the ally FC, the
reports from the strong set dominate the ones from the weak
set, and thus the ally FC can correctly decide on the target
status. The secure TBMA protocol exploits two key properties
of wireless channels: 1) The variation of channel gains grows
with the number of sensors increases, also referred to as the
multiuser diversity [23], and 2) the main and eavesdropping
channels are statistically independent when ally and enemy
FCs are more than a few wavelengths apart. Multiuser diversity
ensures that the gap between channel gains of the strong and
1We will use channel gain and magnitude of channel gain interchangeably
hereafter if there is no risk for confusion. We will also call main channels with
strong and weak channel gains in magnitude as strong and weak channels.

weak sets can increase with a growing number of sensors at a
fixed size of the strong and weak sets, which further diminishes
the interference from the weak set at the ally FC.
We show that it is possible to design reporting rules for the
strong and weak sets such that the enemy FC is totally ignorant
of the transmitted information, i.e., perfect secrecy [24]. Perfect
secrecy is a much stronger notion than computational security
[17]–[19], mean square error [20], or detection error probability
(DEP) [21]. No matter what decision rule the enemy FC adopts,
the enemy FC is unable to extract any information from the rea random variable of
ceived signals. We denote by and
target status and the sufficient statistics from the received signals at the enemy FC, respectively. The level of security can
be measured by an information theoretic measure, called conditional entropy or equivocation, and for perfect secrecy, we must
have
(1)
and
are conditional entropy (or equivocation)
where
and entropy, respectively. Perfect secrecy is achieved when the
relation (1) is satisfied with equality, which implies the eavesdropper has information about the target, if it knows, only from
the a prior probabilities of the target values not from eavesdropping. In particular, if all the target values are equally probable,
is also maximized and we have

where is the sample space of the random variable , and
is the cardinality of . We propose a design criterion of the reporting rules to achieve perfect secrecy for an asymmetric observation channel through which the sensors measure the physical
phenomena. The symmetric case is also included as a special
case of our work.
To evaluate the performance at the ally FC, we analyze an
error exponent of the DEP with a Gaussian approximation
which allows us to characterize the asymptotic behaviors of the
error exponent in a closed form and thus quantify the effect of
the weak set on detection performance in an analytic way. The
analysis shows that perfect secrecy is achievable at a marginal
cost in the DEP at the ally FC. All our claims are also verified
with simulation results.
Notation
Table I introduces the notation frequently used in the paper.
We use bold letters to denote vectors, and the transpose operator
is denoted by the symbol
.
C. Organization
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we introduce the system model in our work. Details
of the proposed secure TBMA are also given in this section.
In Section III, we design reporting rules for secure transmission, and then analyze the resulting performance at the ally and
enemy FCs. We investigate the DEP and equivocation as the performance measures at the ally and enemy FCs, respectively. In
Section IV, our analytic results are confirmed by Monte Carlo
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TABLE I
GLOSSARY OF NOTATIONS

simulations. Finally, we summarize our results and discuss future research directions in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND TRANSMISSION STRATEGY
In this section, we present the system model for a WSN that
performs distributed detection for binary hypothesis testing and
propose a secure transmission strategy based on the TBMA.
Fig. 1 illustrates the system model for the WSN with secure
transmission from sensors to the ally FC in the presence of
sensors observing an unknown
the enemy FC. There are
through statistically and temporally intarget
dependent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) channels.2 The
2Although this assumption is only valid in some limited scenarios, we mainly
adopt it for analytical tractability. If this is relaxed to the non-i.i.d. case, our
analysis needs to be generalized, and we leave it as our future work.

a prior probabilities of
and
are denoted by
and
, respectively. We denote the local measurement to the
th sensor
by
which is quantized to
levels3 with a conditional probability mass function (pmf),
whose associated
discrete memoryless channel (DMC) will be called the observation channel.
In Fig. 1, there are two kinds of communication channels: 1)
from sensors to the ally FC; and 2) from sensors to the enemy
FC, called the main and eavesdropping channels, respectively.
We assume that the main and eavesdropping channel gains
are i.i.d. and follow circularly symmetric complex Gaussian
(CSCG) distributions
(2)
3Throughout this paper, we do not consider how to quantize measurements at
local sensors.
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Fig. 1. WSN with ally and enemy FCs: The sensors corresponding to the ing have strong and
dices in S = fi ; . . . ; i g and S = fj ; . . . ; j
weak main channel gains, respectively. The strong and weak main channels
are represented as thick solid and dotted lines, respectively. The eavesdropping
channels are represented as thin solid lines. The received signal z and z are
corrupted by i.i.d. Gaussian noises, w and w , respectively.

where
is the channel gain from the th sensor node to
and phase
(rethe ally (enemy) FC, and amplitude
spectively, ) follow the Rayleigh distribution and the uniform
, respectively. Throughout the paper,
distribution over
we assume that the TBMA protocol is used and the enemy FC
can eavesdrop signals transmitted by the sensors.
For secure TBMA, the sensors should know channel state information (CSI) of their main channels.4 To this end, the ally
and
FC broadcasts pilot signals and two threshold values,
, where
, and in response, the sensors transmit
their measurements to the ally FC in a time-division-duplexing
(TDD) manner over i.i.d. block fading channels. It is also assumed that the communication channel remains constant during
a duplexing time consisting of a pilot transmission from the
ally FC and transmissions from the sensors, say one block, and
changes independently across blocks and sensors. Thus, the sensors can acquire CSI5 of the main channels by taking advantage
of channel reciprocity. Meanwhile, the enemy FC eavesdrops
signals from the sensors through the eavesdropping channel.
As assumed in the TBMA protocol [11], the sensors simultaneously transmit their decisions to the ally FC. Due to the presence of the enemy FC in our setup shown in Fig. 1, we have to
implement a certain security mechanism. To this end, we only
activate some subset of sensors to transmit their local measurements by comparing their channel gains with the two threshold
4We assume that sensors do not know the eavesdropping channel gains, since
the enemy FC does not transmit any signal to the sensors to hide its presence.
5Thus, we consider coherent communications in this paper. Note that since
the bandwidth of wireless channels in the TBMA between the sensors and FC
is usually assumed to be narrow, the circuit for channel estimation and coherent
communications may not be complicated and could be implemented in a compact size.

values,
and
. According to the channel condition, each
or
or no membersensor can decide its membership to
and
are called the strong and weak sets defined
ship.
by
and
, respectively. The cardinalities of
and
are denoted by
and
, respectively. Note that the sensors in
have
strong (respectively, weak) channel gains with respect to their
is not
main channels, not the eavesdropping channels. Thus,
necessarily high if
is high.
and
, some sensors randomly
Among the sensors in
decide to transmit their quantized measurements over the MAC
orthonormal waveforms denoted by
by using predetermined
. Each sensor in , say sensor , generates a
and compares it with an
uniform random variable over
when its quantized measureactivation rate
. If
, the sensor sends its measurement is
ment to the ally FC by transmitting
, where the
phase is compensated for coherent combining at the ally FC and
denotes the average energy consumed by each sensor node
for transmission. This (random) selective transmission at the
sensors plays a crucial role in providing security as will be explained later. The activation rates are designed for each level of
quantization; therefore, we introduce an activation rate vector,
. Meanwhile, some senare activated for transmission by comparing uniform
sors in
.
random variables with a different activation rate vector
has a measurement
,
That is, when a sensor in
if
where
is a bijective
it transmits
to itself. Note that no phase commapping from
pensation is made in this case. The design of activation vectors
and
and the bijective function
will be addressed in
and
the sets of the actiSection III-A. We denote by
and
, respectively. Thus,
and
vated sensors in
. In the end, we have
activated senand
. The
sors, where
nor
are dormant.
sensors neither in
, which
Note that the transmission from the sensors in
is crucial for security, causes interference at the ally FC. However, the performance degradation resulting from this induced
interference is negligible due to the weak channel gains as will
be shown later. Our objective is to find combinations of de,
,
, and
to achieve perfect
sign parameters ,
secrecy against eavesdropping by the enemy FC, which will be
addressed in Section III.

III. ANALYSIS
In this section, the secure TBMA protocol is analyzed by investigating conditions for maximizing the equivocation at the
enemy FC and error exponent at the ally FC. In particular, the
analysis of the type statistics at the enemy FC provides a design
criterion for perfect secrecy for a given observation channel. The
design criterion is also derived for energy efficiency and a better
detection performance at the ally FC. In the second part of this
section, we quantify the performance degradation due to transthrough the error exponent of the DEP at
mitting sensors in
the ally FC.
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A. Enemy Fusion Center
To achieve the maximum equivocation, i.e.,
, must be statistically independent of . In our problem
at the enemy FC is the sufficient
setup, the type statistics
statistics, and a binary target random variable
is information to be secured from eavesdropping. Thus, the
necessary and sufficient condition for perfect secrecy at the
enemy FC is that the conditional pdf of the type statistics under
, should be independent of
hypothesis , denoted by
for
[24]. In summary, what we have to do in this
, ,
, and
for
section is to find a combination of ,
. We first characterize the conditional
, ,
, and
,
pdf of the type statistics in terms of ,
and then establish design rules of them for perfect secrecy.
According to the transmission strategy discussed in Section
II, the received signal at the enemy FC, denoted by , can be
expressed in terms of a weighted sum of the transmitted signals
as follows:

(3)
is a zero-mean CSCG random variable with variance
where
, and the equality (a) results from the fact that
and
have the same distribution. The enemy FC obtains the type
statistics
from the output of a bank
,
of matched filters with the impulse responses
, where

chain
simplifies (5) to

(6)
where

in (5) becomes
in (6) can be factorized as follows:

. The pmf

(7)
and
where the equality (a) is due to
, and (b) follows from the fact that the selecand
are statistically intions of the activated sensors in
dependent. The first two terms in (7) represent the probabilities
and
for a target value when
and
of types
sensors are activated in
and
, respectively, and the last
term is the probability that the numbers of activated sensors in
and
are equal to
and
, respectively.
Now, we express the three probabilities in (7) in terms of
,
and
. For simplicity, let
which represents the probability
(respectively,
) transmits the th wavethat a sensor in
form under hypothesis . Thus, the sensors in
and
are
activated under with the probabilities

(4)
and
Here,
is the indicator function which is 1 if
and 0
is a zero-mean CSCG random variable with
otherwise, and
variance
.
from (4), we introduce
To characterize
and
two random vectors:
, where
and
are the numbers of sensors
in
and
, respectively.
transmitting the th waveform
Then,
is rewritten as

respectively, where
and
. Using the multinomial distribution, we then obtain the
following relations:

(8)

(5)

(9)

, and
. Since
counts the number of activated
sensors transmitting the th waveform both in
and
, it
is the type statistics across the activated sensors. The Markov

(10)

where

,
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Substituting (7) with the product of (8)–(10), we finally get

, and
where
form, (12) and (14) can be rewritten as

. As a vector

(15)
(16)
where
all

, we can design

and
. Note that since
only if

for

(17)

(11)
where (a) follows from the fact in Appendix A. Note that we
should make (11) independent of the hypothesis to achieve
. We will show that
perfect secrecy, i.e.,
there are combinations of design parameters ,
, ,
,
with which perfect secrecy is accomplished.
and
1) Design Parameters for Perfect Secrecy: In the derivation
of design rules for perfect secrecy, we also consider possible
attacks based on side information. We assume that the enemy
FC can estimate not only the type statistics of received signals but also side information of the secure TBMA such as
,
, and
, which contain information about
the target status. In that case, the enemy FC can gain inforby analyzing the side information. Thus, we
mation about
employ the following conditions to prevent such information
leakage while guaranteeing perfect secrecy against eavesdrop:
ping,

This condition may be achieved by designing the bijective mapand/or quantization of the local measurements which
ping
determines the pmfs
and
. However, in this paper, we do
not consider the local quantization and only focus on the design
for given
and
.
of
and
, we found the requirements for
While for given
and
in (15) and (16) and those for the bijective mapping
in (17), the existence of such parameters is shown in Theorem 1.
holds for all
with a
Theorem 1: If
bijective mapping
, there always exist vectors
and
that guarantee perfect secrecy at the enemy FC.
holds for all , we can alProof: If
to satisfy
. Then, for a given
ways find
, we have

(18)
which satisfies (15) and completes this proof.
Now, we will find the requirements for and
to achieve
, the equation in (16) tells
perfect secrecy. Since
that is upper-bounded by

(12)

(19)

(13)

which also implies a relation between
and
through the
.
definition
In summary, the conditions to achieve perfect secrecy can be
and
and in (17) for
. The relation
found in (15) for
between
and
is given by (16) and the upper bound on
by (19). Next, we can further optimize the design parameters
for energy efficient in Section III-B.
2) Energy-Efficient Design: For energy efficiency, the
number of activated sensors must be minimized as long
as the target DEP at the ally FC is met. We address this
problem by maximizing the activation probability ratio,
. Although, by adjusting
thresholds and
, there are various combinations of design
parameters to satisfy the target DEP in the secure TBMA,
is the approach to
minimizing the interference induced by

. The conditions in (12) are to make the
for
activation probability of sensors in
independent of ,
while that in (13) ensures that the probability of activated sensors transmitting the th waveform is independent of . Thus,
if (12) and (13) are satisfied, the size of
and the number
of sensors transmitting the th waveform are not changed with
respect to the target status , and the enemy FC cannot take advantage of estimating the side information of the secure TBMA.
The condition in (13) imposes the following relation between
and
:
(14)
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meet the target DEP with the minimum number of activated
sensors. Thus, considering the design rules for perfect secrecy,
we formulate the following optimization problem:

TABLE II
BIJECTIVE MAPPINGS FOR p
= [0:4 0:3 0:2 0:1] ,

p

= [0:1 0:2 0:5 0:2]

AND

q

=

1

(20)
subject to

where is the set of all bijective mappings from
to itself.
and
, achieving the bound of is
For the selection of
and
since
the best way to maximize (20) for any given
the changes of two thresholds only affect in (20). In particular,
consume energy only for the security
since the sensors in
purpose, it is desirable to maximize (20) in a way that we minby decreasing
until the requirements
imize the size of
for perfect secrecy are met. This choice also selects the sensors
to have smaller main channel gains and thus makes the
in
level of interference at the ally FC further reduced.
However, note that it is not easy to jointly optimize (20) since
and
are heavily intertwined in the objective function.
to make
Thus, as a suboptimal way, we let
where is the all-one vector of length . The requirement in
(15) is then valid as

Proposition 1: For
,
is upper bounded by
1. If the observation channel is symmetric, then the mapping
achieves the equality,
.
, we first find an upper bound on
Proof: For given
. Denote by
a bijective mapping that maximizes (20) and
satisfies (17). Then, we have the following inequality:

(21)

, then

Thus,
This is a reasonable choice since our purpose is to minimize
the number of activated sensors in the secure TBMA. Suppose
for some . Then, some of sensors in
are
that
not activated, and to achieve the target DEP,
should have
than the case with
more sensors by decreasing the threshold
. Since the smaller threshold includes the sensors in
with weaker channel gains, more sensors must be activated to
achieve the same DEP. For
, the design of
is then
.
tuned to maximize the ratio
): Consider an observation
3) Example 1 (Design of
and
.
channel,
The bijective mapping
can be designed through an exhausis 4,
tive search. Since the number of quantization levels
mappings among which the mappings listed
there are
in Table II satisfy the condition in (17). The parameters and
are listed in the last two columns of Table II for each
mapping, and the one in the third row is shown to be the best
choice.6
We now consider a special case where the observation
channel is symmetric,
,
.
some cases, multiple choices of b(1) can be obtained. For example, if
and p = [0:1 0:2 0:4 0:3] , then all possible
mappings have the same values of p~ =p~

p

6In

= [0:4 0:3 0:2 0:1]

. If we let

where

, where the equality holds when
(i.e.,
), which is possible with
. Thus, we can achieve
. Then,
, and we have
.

Remark 1: Proposition 1 shows that for a symmetric obserand
are activated, and the
vation channel, all sensors in
reports from the two sets are exactly the opposite of each other.
The energy efficiency can be further studied by investigating
power control strategies although they are not addressed in this
paper. Finally, to better understand our design rules, we provide
a couple of examples for asymmetric and symmetric observation
channels.
4) Example 2 (Asymmetric Observation Channel): Consider
the observation channel in Example 1. As we noted, maximizing
with
is an energy efficient design that achieves perfect
secrecy. If we select the third row in Table II as the mapping
,
. For the selection of and
, we need
then we have
the target DEP and performance evaluations at the ally FC which
will be done in Section IV. In Fig. 5, to achieve a target DEP of
, we need
of 0.17 and easily have
from the cumulative distribution function for the
. Since
,
Rayleigh distribution with mean
and
.
we have
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5) Example 3 (Symmetric Observation Channel): Suppose
that a symmetric channel is given by
and
. For
, the best mapping
is
and
with
.
and
may be selected by evaluations of
The parameters
the DEP at the ally FC as in Example 2.
B. Ally Fusion Center
We derive the error exponent of the DEP in order to evaluate
the detection performance at the ally FC. Although large deviation (LD) theory [25] is the conventional approach to calculate
the error exponent, it is not mathematically tractable to analyze
the performance of secure TBMA. Thus, a different approach
is employed in this paper. We first approximate the type statistics as a Gaussian distribution applying the central limit theorem
(CLT) and then adopt the Chernoff bound to analyze the error
exponent of the DEP which allows us to understand the asymptotic behavior of the type statistics as grows. In particular, we
will design a detection rule and analyze the asymptotic behavior
.
of the DEP defined as
We begin with the received signal at the ally FC over the MAC
which is modeled as the superposition of the transmitted signals
as follows:
(22)
where
is a zero-mean CSCG random variable with variance
. The real part of the matched filter output at the ally FC is
given by

that represents the th sensor’s transmitted signal which is one
of the following three different types according to its involved
set:
(25)
.
The mean vector and covariance matrix, denoted by
, are, respectively, given by

and

(26)

(27)
,
is the mean of
,
where
and
and
are the variances of
and
, respectively.
They can be derived from the pdfs of
and
presented in
Appendix B.
We model the matched filter output as the sum of i.i.d. random
for
, which allows us to use the
vectors,
standard multivariate CLT in our approximation. The vector of
as follows:
the type statistics in (23) is rewritten in terms of

(28)
(23)
where
,
and
and
value is 1 at

is the real part of the matched filter output with
are the real parts of the channel gains for
, respectively,
is a standard basis whose
and 0 otherwise, and
.
For the Bayesian setup, the optimal decision rule is based
on the maximum likelihood test with the decision regions as
follows:

(24)
where
is the conditional pdf of
under hypothesis
. The ally FC accepts when the matched filter output
is
in . The Gaussian approximation can be used to characterize
these decision regions in an analytic way, and thereby we can
evaluate the error exponent of the DEP at the ally FC.
and
are
Since the numbers of activated sensors in
random variables, the standard multivariate CLT cannot be directly applied to our model. In [13], this problem is solved by
using the CLT with random number summands in [26]. We use a
different approach by introducing an auxiliary random vector

Using the multivariate CLT [26], the statistics of
converge to a normal distribution as
. That is,
. Since both
and
are Gaussian and independent of each other,
is also asymptotically Gaussian as folthe type statistics
lows:
(29)
and
.
where
The next step is to characterize the error exponent with the
Gaussian approximation in (29). In particular, applying the
Chernoff bound with decision regions in (24) [27], we have the
following asymptotic upper bound on the DEP at the ally FC:

(30)
Since
is Gaussian, the closed-form for the integral in (30)
is given by [27]
(31)
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T

Fig. 2. Numerical results of the conditional pdfs, f (
j ) (column on the
j ) (column on the right) for N = 20. The figures in the first
left) and f (
row are contour plots of the conditional pdfs.

T

where

(32)
and
is the determinant of the matrix argument. In
Section IV, we will confirm our analysis.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
We carry out Monte Carlo simulations with the assumptions
happen equally likely, the signal
that the target states
are normalized
energy at each sensor and the noise power
to 1, and each channel between a sensor and an FC has unit gain,
.
We first consider a symmetric case with
for which we design the secure TBMA with
and
and evaluate the conditional pdfs
for
and the DEP at the enemy and the ally
is numerically
FC, respectively. For the enemy FC,
in Fig. 2, where we see that
evaluated with
and
look identical as intended. Thus, eavesdropping
does not help the enemy FC obtain any information about the
target value. The enemy FC can make a decision only by using
and
.
the a prior probabilities of each target value,
In our experiment, we assume that they are equally probable;
therefore, the enemy FC becomes totally ignorant of the target
value.
for
at the ally FC are
The conditional pdfs
sensors in Fig. 3, where we compare
also evaluated for
the contours of
obtained by the Gaussian approximation with the simulation results. It is noted that the analytic results correspond well with the simulation ones. Contrary to the
conditional pdfs at the enemy FC, the results in Fig. 3 also show

T

j ) for N = 500. The solid
Fig. 3. Contours of the conditional pdfs, f (
lines indicate the analytic results from the Gaussian approximation, and the stars
represent the simulation results.

that the ones at the ally FC look distinct, and thus the ally FC
can properly deduce the status of the target value.
To evaluate the DEP at the ally FC, we consider the secure
TBMA introduced in Example 2 where the asymmetric observation channel is given by the pmfs of
and
. By letting
, we present
and
dB.
four mappings in Table II with
Furthermore, to quantify the DEP degradation due to the inter, we also evaluate the DEP of the
ference by the sensors in
conventional (insecure) TBMA with
and
.
Fig. 4 depicts the simulation results for the DEP and the corresponding error exponents from the analysis at the ally FC for
.
the cases with/without (or secure/insecure) the weak set
The experiment shows that the DEP of the secure TBMA decays at an exponential rate with a growing number of sensors,
much like the conventional TBMA. Among the four mappings
of the secure TBMA, our choice (i.e., the third row in Table II)
achieves the best performance. It is also shown that the error exponents from our analysis with the Gaussian approximation in
Section III-B fairly predict the exponent of the DEP of the secure
TBMA. Note that the secure TBMA with the best mapping can
achieve perfect secrecy at a marginal cost of DEP performance.
On the contrary, the DEP at the enemy FC is 0.5 regardless of
, which is a necessary condition for perfect secrecy although a
is already achieved
sufficient condition,
by following the design rule developed in Section III.
In Fig. 5, we set the number of sensors to 300 and vary
from 0.05 to 0.2 by a step of 0.03 to see a different view of the
to satisfy
simulations. For each given , we also change
or
in order to investigate the impact of the size
on the DEP at the ally FC. The third row in Table II
of
is used for our mapping. The simulation results show that the
is better than the one
DEP of the secure TBMA with
with
. This result confirms our analysis in the previous
provides a better DEP. Fig. 5
section that the smaller size of
for a target DEP at the ally FC and
also enables us to select
from the ratio
.
subsequently
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= 01

Fig. 4. Results of simulations and theoretical analysis at p
: ; the lines
, the ones with the
with the circles are for the conventional TBMA p
asterisk symbols are for the secure TBMA with various mappings, and the one
with the squares is the DEP of the secure TBMA at the enemy FC. All mappings
in Table II are presented for comparison of the DEP.

(

= 0)

Fig. 5. DEPs of the secure TBMA over a range of p from 0.05 to 0.2 by a
. The dotted and solid lines with asterisk symbols,
step of 0.03 when N
: and 
: .
respectively, indicate the DEPs of the secure TBMA with 

= 300

=03

=10

gains. It was demonstrated that the secure TBMA provides perfect secrecy against eavesdropping of the enemy FC.
To evaluate the level of confidentiality, we analyzed the conditional probabilities of the type statistics at the enemy FC and
found relations among the design parameters to achieve perfect
secrecy. In addition to the requirements for perfect secrecy, we
considered energy efficiency and finally established design rules
for a given observation channel. On the other hand, for the ally
FC, we investigated the DEP with the Gaussian approximation
to get the type statistics in a closed form. The analysis led us
to a closed form expression for the error exponent of the DEP,
which also provides insight into the roles of the activated sensors. The analysis demonstrated that the DEP performance loss
at the ally FC is negligible since the sensors that generate interference to the ally FC are selected to have weak main channel
gains, which is guaranteed by the multiuser diversity of over-deployed WSNs.
The secure TBMA delivers unconditional/perfect secrecy
and, therefore, does not assume any superiority of the ally FC
over the enemy FC such as secret keys known only to the ally
FC and/or limits on computational capability of the enemy FC.
In addition, the secure TBMA has practical advantages in that
it does not count on heavy cryptographic algorithms and/or key
management which are hard to implement in sensor devices
with limited computing and energy resources.
The secure TBMA presented in this paper also has limits and
challenges that need to be addressed in the future. First, the secure TBMA achieves perfect secrecy with more activated sensors than the ones in the conventional TBMA. The energy consumption can be reduced with power control strategies since CSI
is available to the sensors, which is one of our future research
topics. In addition to the energy consumption, we should elaborate more on the channel model by including non-i.i.d. communication channels, correlation between the main and eavesdropping channels, etc. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge,
the natural resources have not been thoroughly utilized to secure the communications in the WSNs, and we believe that our
work paves the way for a new study of security solutions to the
WSNs.
APPENDIX A
For given
we have

where

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we focused on data confidentiality in a distributed detection scenario with the TBMA protocol in which
the wireless channels between the sensors and the ally FC are
vulnerable to eavesdropping by an unauthorized enemy FC. To
secure the wireless channels, we proposed a novel TBMA protocol called secure TBMA which provides data confidentiality
by taking advantage of randomness and independence of the
main and eavesdropping channels. Instead of securing the individual wireless channels based on cryptographic algorithms,
the key idea behind secure TBMA is to have the activated sensors secure their transmissions from possible eavesdropping in
a cooperative manner in which the sensors follow different reporting rules depending on the magnitudes of their main channel

where (a) follows from the binomial formula.

,
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APPENDIX B
The pdf of

, denoted by

, is derived as

where
and
are pdf and cdf of the Rayleigh distribution, respectively. Then, the moment generating function
is given by
(mgf) of

where
the pdf of

for

. Following the same way,
is given by

where
and
is the pdf of a zero-mean Gaussian
. The mgf of
, denoted
random variable with variance
by
is from a numerical integration of
for given .
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